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Honorable characterization of service from the United States Naval Reserve due to having at 

least twice failed selection for promotion to the next higher grade and completing the appropriate 

total years of commissioned service. 

 

For this petition, the Board carefully considered all potentially mitigating factors to determine 

whether the interests of justice warrant relief in your case in accordance with the Kurta Memo.  

These included, but were not limited to, your desire for a medical discharge based on post-

traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) due to racism and harassment you experienced during your 

active service.  You further claim that your career was unjustly shortened due to racism and 

discrimination and you warrant a promotion and retirement at O-6, Captain. 

 

After thorough review, the Board concluded these potentially mitigating factors were insufficient 

to warrant relief.  In reviewing your record, the Board found insufficient evidence that you met 

the criteria for a disability discharge.  In reaching its decision, the Board observed that, in order 

to qualify for military disability benefits through the Disability Evaluation System with a finding 

of unfitness, a service member must be unable to perform the duties of their office, grade, rank or 

rating as a result of a qualifying disability condition.  Alternatively, a member may be found 

unfit if their disability represents a decided medical risk to the health or the member or to the 

welfare or safety of other members; the member’s disability imposes unreasonable requirements 

on the military to maintain or protect the member; or the member possesses two or more 

disability conditions which have an overall effect of causing unfitness even though, standing 

alone, are not separately unfitting.   

 

While the Board noted your declining performance at NMCB  and your eventual DFC, 

the Board determined this was insufficient evidence to find that you were unable to perform the 

duties of your office, grade, rank or rating as a result of a disability condition.  In making this 

finding, the Board noted that you continued to serve in the Navy Reserve until October 1999 and 

were discharged for failing to select for promotion.  The Board found no evidence that you were 

ever referred to a medical board or the Physical Evaluation Board.  As a result, the Board found 

no basis to grant your request for a disability discharge. 

 

Regarding your request for promotion to O-6, the Board found no evidence to support your 

request.  The Board relies on a presumption of regularity to support the official actions of public 

officers and, in the absence of substantial evidence to the contrary, will presume that they have 

properly discharged their official duties.  The Board noted you provided no evidence to 

overcome this presumption.  Finally, the Board also noted that you provided no evidence to 

substantiate your contentions.  Therefore, the Board concluded you were appropriately passed 

over for promotion and discharged at the end of your obligated service after twice failing to 

select for promotion.  Even in light of the Kurta Memo and reviewing the record liberally and 

holistically, the Board did not find evidence of an error or injustice that warrants granting you 

the relief you requested or granting relief as a matter of equity.  Accordingly, given the totality of 

the circumstances, the Board determined that your request does not merit relief.   

   

You are entitled to have the Board reconsider its decision upon submission of new matters, 

which will require you to complete and submit a new DD Form 149.  New matters are those not 

previously presented to or considered by the Board.  In this regard, it is important to keep in 






